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Thank You Gifts 

As a thank you for placing your trust in me, I am gifting you with all the 

benefits of a free membership in the Memoir Network’s My Memoir Education. 



Membership advantages include a ten-part memoir-writing e-course, e-books, 

and dozens of MP3s, including interviews with prize-winning memoirists to 

inspire and guide you. 

When you sign up for your free membership, you’ll also receive The 

Lifewriter’s Digest, our newsletter, that will keep you focused on the memoir 

conversation. 

http://thememoirnetwork.com 

 

A Simple Request 

If you enjoy this book and find that it contributes to your writing—whether to 

its quantity or its quality—would you please take a moment to write a short 

review of the book on Amazon or Goodreads? Do your fellow writers a favor 

and tell them how much they might benefit from Write to the End.
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KUDOS FOR DENIS LEDOUX 

I. 

Denis Ledoux won the 1989 Maine Fiction Award judged by Elizabeth 

Hardwick and the juried 1991 and 1996 Maine Individual Writing Fellowships. 

 

II. 

Over the years, we’ve been fortunate to have people speak well about The 

Memoir Network, about Memoir Network products and about Denis. 

~ Time Magazine wrote of Denis in an article on memoir writing in April 

1999: “Denis Ledoux has helped thousands of people get started writing 

their memoir.” 

~ The Christian Science Monitor ran either roundups or feature articles 

on Denis. Three times. 



~ His Turning Memories Into Memoirs was deemed by Booklist (the 

review medium of the American Library Association) as “very 

beneficial…helps writers get off to a great start.” 

~ Rhonda Kanning Anderson, co-founder of the early (and for long time) 

premier scrapbooking company, Creative Memories, said of his Photo 

Scribe: “The Photo Scribe has inspired me to a new level of photo-

journaling. This practical step-by-stop guide can enable anyone to 

discover the depth of their memories.” 

~ Bottomline Publications acknowledged Denis’s work (in two feature 

articles) as a memoir ghostwriter, editor and coach. 

~ The Cincinnati Post praised Turning Memories Into Memoirs / A 

Handbook for Writing Lifestories: “…a step-by-step manual, lots of 

examples, a fine appendix and a detailed index, making it a useful 

reference over time.” 

 

III. 

Denis has been interviewed on a variety of radio stations in cities as far flung as 

Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, and Montréal. He has 

been interviewed by NPR affiliates as well as Radio Canada.
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To all the writers who wrote to the end.  

Congratulations. You are heroes! 
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A Word about The Memoir Network Writing Series 

 

The Memoir Network Writing Series will help you to write more easily and 

voluminously. In a number of short, laser-focused e-books, you will access 

hands-on solutions to a number of writing challenges writers face—writers just 

like you and me. 

We understand that you may have hesitations and insecurities about one aspect 

of writing while, when it comes to another aspect, you are confident and skilled. 

You are not looking for an encyclopedic overview of writing: you need a 

specific solution to a specific problem. 

The Memoir Network Writing Series is all about just-in-time learning. 

While we are specialists in memoir-writing, our coaching and editing has 

included a variety of other genres: fiction, how-to non-fiction, creative non-

fiction, even poetry. We feel The Memoir Network Writing Series can address 

the needs of many different sorts of writers. 

Each of our books in The Memoir Network Writing Series provides easy-to-

follow processes for optimizing the writing process. 

The following is a list of books either already in our catalog or proposed for our 

catalog. To be alerted to publications as they become available, become a 

member of the free My Memoir Education. As a member, you receive many 

gifts, one of which is our newsletter, The Lifewriter’s Digest, which will inform 

you of new titles. 



1. How to Go Beyond Writing Prompts / Answering Real Questions (April 

2015) 

2. Should I Write My Memoir?/Choosing well (February 2015) 

3. Don’t Let Writer’s Block Stop You / How to Push Beyond Stuck 

(November 2014) 

4. Write to the End / Eight Strategies to Thrive as a Writer (Success—this 

book is in your hands!) 

5. How to Structure a Memoir or Any Non-Fiction Book (May 2015) 

6. How to Write With Passion and Sustain the Muse (June 2015) 

 



 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

You can write to the end. You can succeed at recording the stories of your life 

or writing your novel or your book of personal essays. One day you will hold 

your book in hand. What a thrilling moment that will be! 

You have taken a great step towards your success by picking up Write to the 

End. The strategies in this book will help you stay focused on your manuscript 

and write to the end. You will soon finish writing your manuscript and send it 

into the world as a published book. 

As so often in life, you probably don’t implement half of what you know. My 

intent is to encourage you to put into practice what you already know and to 

help you to do so confidently. In the process, as you learn to take yourself 

seriously as a writer, you will succeed at finishing your story. 

 

“Sonny, I don’t use the half of what I know.” 
 —old Maine farmer to the 
 young Extension agent inviting 
 him to learn new farming techniques 

 



The eight strategies are presented in an order, which is mostly sequential—but 

not entirely. You may skip a strategy, do one out of order or start at the point, 

which seems to best fit your need as you pick up on your manuscript and 

commit to finishing it. 

The successful completion of these strategies will see you well on your way to 

thriving as a writer and working diligently and confidently toward the 

publication of your book. 

 

Spinning wheels 

 

An unfinished manuscript haunts a writer, sapping energy that ought to go into 

more writing. Over the years of editing and coaching, I’ve noticed that a lot of 

people who seek us out at The Memoir Network are not beginners at writing. 

There seem to be two sorts of people who do not finish. 

~ Those who have been writing a flow of text, which is accumulating 

without somehow coalescing into a book. It lacks dramatic arc and pacing. 

Perhaps it is like a scarf being knitted without any sense of where it ought to 

be ended. As a result, the knitter knits and knits. 

~ Those who have already composed 20, 30, or even 50 or more independent 

stories or vignettes and these, too, are not coalescing into a manuscript. 

These writers are writing stand-alone pieces or chapters, which is not a bad 

goal to have really, but writing a series of stand-alone pieces is just not what 

they set out to do.  



Writers in both groups want to make a statement about their story as a whole—

not to record in an ad hoc fashion interesting, unique and possibly weird events 

that may have happened to them or to their characters.  These writers have been 

working on their manuscripts for a significant while, but they find they are 

spinning their wheels. They are stuck and not moving forward to the publication 

of their book and seem to have driven off what once might have seemed like a 

clear road to finishing. 

What writers in either group want is to write a polished book, a book which 

reads and eventually looks like a real book, but they are not doing it. 

There are many reasons why people stop writing and do are not finish their 

manuscript. 

~ Sometimes people don't finish simply because they don't put in enough 

work. They are, in other words, “couch potatoes” who would prefer their 

manuscripts to finish themselves. As I have written many times, “No one 

ever said that writing a book—whether fiction or non-fiction was going 

to be easy!” This sort of person makes many excuses—“I need time to go 

really deep and I don’t have the time to do that now”—but produces little 

text. This may not be you, but if it is, your best bet is to schedule writing 

time and do the work. 

 

Effort only fully releases its reward after a person refuses to quit. 
 —Napoleon Hill 

 

~ There is another group of people to whom a lot of life has happened 

quickly. The memoir has had to take a back seat. Progress becomes 



impossible or at least improbable—given all else that has to be done in 

their lives. This can be due to a new job with a steep learning curve, 

personal or relationship issues, the birth of a child, the illness of a family 

member, a move from one apartment or house to another. For these or 

other reasons completely unrelated to being a couch potato, a number of 

months later, these writers find themselves not having written for a long 

time. The manuscript is at a standstill. These writers would do well to 

look for half an hour here and there to undertake to write snippets of their 

book. In this way, their re-connection with the story or topic, as well as a 

whole chunk of writing, could be achieved. (See Chapter 5 for more.) 

~ Another category is of writers who have insufficient skills to write a 

cohesive book. Coaching, books and MP3s on writing in general and 

memoir, novel or personal-essay writing in particular, tele-classes, and 

memberships in writing groups could all be of great benefit. But 

something stops these writers from pursuing such options. The question 

becomes: why do they not partake in these services, moving quickly 

through the beginning ranks? In Don’t Let Writer’s Block Stop You, I 

offer many reasons people prefer to remain stuck. If this is you, evaluate 

your needs and take a step towards addressing them. 

~ Some writers don’t have their subject yet and consequently have been 

writing about the wrong things or writing them from the wrong point of 

view. These are sincere hard-working writers but they too find they are 

not making progress. . If this is you, take some time to understand what 

you really want to write and why you aren’t doing that, I feel confident 

you would make some progress towards finishing your manuscript. 



 

“Our greatest glory is not in never failing, but in rising up every time we fail.” 
 ― Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

~ Too many writers have become “frozen” in fear of what others may 

say. They are afraid of reactions of family members, friends and the 

world or of revealing something about themselves that they will regret. 

An antidote to this fear is to give yourself permission to write only for 

yourself. Any thought of sharing with an audience needs to be put off, 

even dismissed. The decision of making a book public is for later—after 

you have finished writing. 

~ There is the overly ambitious writer who wants to say ever more in 

his/her book and keeping it always open-ended. The over-ambitious 

writer is not likely to set a deadline by which to finish the book. Setting a 

deadline may keep expansion on hold and lead to a conclusion. 

~ There is also the unfocused writer who sets the current manuscript 

aside in favor of starting a new one. The unfocused writer needs to make 

a firm decision not to quit a manuscript until it is finished no matter how 

compelling another manuscript may seem to become. 

 

Over time, stalled writers become non-writers. Too often, writers 

do not know how to re-connect to their manuscript.  

Writers who have stopped writing may want to write again, to pick up their 

manuscript, but the train of thought, the feeling, and the sensibility that went 



into the creation of those previously-written stories or chapters have now been 

lost. They are no longer in that zone where writing a book is something they 

can execute easily. The source of their inspiration has dried up. 

Follow a proven lead to pick up your writing again! 

Every situation is different, but, whatever your reason for being stalled, you will 

find in following the strategies outlined in this book an inspiration to pick up 

your memoir writing again and finish it. In these series of stimulating thoughts 

and hands-on exercises, you will learn (or refresh your awareness of) strategies 

that you can easily implement to get yourself back on track. 

 

Start by doing what’s necessary; then do what's possible; then suddenly, you 
are doing the impossible. 

 —Francis of Assisi 

 

If you need any help beyond the suggestions you find here, please go to The 

Forum of The Memoir Network and ask your questions there—whether they be 

about memoirs, fiction or non-fiction. (You need to be a Basic Member to 

access the Forum. Membership is free.) I will be pleased to answer your 

concerns as thoroughly as I can—and so will your fellow writers in the forum. 

All that remains at the moment is for me to (figuratively) pat you on the back 

for taking the important step of realizing that your manuscript needs you and for 

purchasing Write to the End for help. I wish you good luck picking up your 

book again—and every success in finishing it.  

Denis Ledoux 

Lisbon Falls, Maine 



USA 
 

--- 

Action Steps 

~ Read a book in your genre. Let reading whet your appetite for 

writing. Reading a book in your genre is an excellent way to re-enter the 

writing conversation. Do not under-estimate its value. As to your choice 

of book, one in the subject area that approximates your own is best. If 

you are writing about raising an exceptional child, read a memoir about 

another parent doing the same. If you are writing an historical novel, read 

an historical novel. If you are writing a book of personal essays about 

travel, find a similar book. After you have read this book, read another 

and then another. Take care not to read passively! Instead, read like a 

writer: analyze what works for you as a reader so that you can imitate this 

in your own writing. Conversely, avoid what did not appeal to you as a 

reader or a writer. 

If you would like a free e-copy of We Were Not Spoiled, my mother’s 

memoir that I co-write with her, click here or email me at 

memoirs@thememoirnetwork.com). 

~ Keep a writing journal. In your journal, record not only answers to 

questions I will pose throughout this book but also your reactions to your 

writing. A writing journal is a great place to record your thoughts: you 

might ask yourself if your book topic and treatment is ambitious enough 

or if the tone is appropriate to the message. Have you done enough 

research (or thinking through) to carry authority in your narrative? 



If you do not have a writing journal, obtain one. It need not be an 

expensive book—a composition notebook is fine. That’s what I use. 

A journal in which you thoughtfully record your responses to these 

strategies permits you to explore your thoughts in a way an answer that 

remains in your head does not—and cannot. The questions you will have 

to answer in these strategies will usually be open-ended: such as “How 

did you feel when…?” Writing your answer on paper works very well for 

articulating it clearly and remembering later. 

 

Our difficulties are often problems that stem from our emotions and personal 
habits. Your journal permits you to explore these emotions and habits.  



 
 

 

 

Chapter 1 

You Don’t Have to Rush 
Into Writing Again  

 

 

One summer when I was serious about gardening, I went away on a late June 

trip. It was a fun vacation with my family, but the trip fell at a time when the 

garden seriously needed daily weeding, hoeing, and watering. As you can 

imagine, when I returned home, I found my garden overrun with weeds. The 

vegetables that I had so carefully planted were just about choked out, so I was, 

to say the least, challenged seeing the overgrown mess of weeds. 

 

Never lose the childlike wonder. Show gratitude… Don’t complain; just work 
harder… Never give up. 

 —Randy Pausch 
 The Last Lecture 

 



Rather than tackle the job immediately, however, which would certainly have 

been reasonable, I made a counter-intuitive decision: I spent time across several 

days just sitting on the edge of the garden, envisioning how I wanted the 

various parts to look once my work of cleaning up was done, imagining the 

lovely vegetables I would have. 

After three days of on-again, off-again scrutinizing and visualizing, my time for 

action had come. I started weeding, hoeing, trimming and applying compost. It 

took many days of work—during which time I not only cleared the overgrown 

parts but also kept the newly-reclaimed portions in great condition. In time, a 

beautiful, productive garden emerged as a result of this approach. So… 

Before you resume writing, let’s do the literary equivalent of sitting on the edge 

of the garden. Take your journal out and spend time writing in it—a time 

analogous to sitting on the edge of the garden, contemplating what needs to be 

done and, crucially, how to best do it. 

--- 

Action Steps 

In your journal, linger with the points below and certainly with any others that 

come to mind as important to you. (Remember to use as many details as 

possible. Vivid details not only reconstruct a story but they also help us make 

our way through a story to more meaning.) 

~ Why did you want to write this book in the first place? What was your 

impetus to tackle this project that now lies stalled? Do the original motives 

seem sufficient now? Do they motivate you? 



~ If different than your original motive, what is your motive today to finish this 

manuscript? Is this motive compelling enough to see you through to the end? If 

not, how can you make your motive more compelling? What is missing? What 

is the “if only it were possible to…” element? Embrace it. 

~ What difference will finishing this book project make in your life—and 

possibly in the lives of its readers? Is there significance in the text? If not, 

where in the narrative lies significance? How can you expand on the 

significance of the narrative so that it will engage you profoundly—and by 

extension the reader? 

~ I would hope the difference would be positive, but it is possible that you 

experience the difference as negative. It is discouraging to write when one 

anticipates a negative effect. Can you reframe the outcomes? For instance, you 

can say to yourself: “I write honestly and without rancor. I am not responsible 

for the reactions and feeling other people choose to have.” 

~ What is most frightening to you about the content of this proposed book, 

about finishing it, and about having it read by others? What is most satisfying? 

~ Is there some way in which not finishing this memoir, novel, or personal 

essays meets some need of yours? Deep down, is not finishing more satisfying 

to you than actually completing the project? In your journal, write what benefits 

you may be deriving from not finishing. Benefits might include: holding on to 

emotions that you do not want to relinquish because you have not yet resolved 

them, sustaining a negative sense of yourself because you are afraid of success, 

fearing being judged on the finished product—as long as you are not finished, 

you cannot be judged. 



~ How can you re-conceive the book so that you will be able to finish it? What 

would need to change in its content, its point of view, its theme or its structure? 

~ Find where in the manuscript where change is most needed. Is the problem 

that the narrative lacks details, that it squirts the truth, or that it contains too 

many favorite little stories that don’t add to any meaning? What do you need to 

accept to begin rewriting from where the problem is? 

~ Is this book the most important piece of writing you could do right now? If 

not, what memoir, novel, or essay would be more important? (People 

sometimes choose to write one narrative which is easier but less meaningful in 

order not to write another that would be foundational.) 

~ Were there any specific points of constraint to your writing prior to now that 

you could redress? For instance: 

~ someone was adamant that you should not write this book? You 

wonder how you can write and still remain in relationship with this 

person. How do you see working your way through this problem? How 

can you reframe the problem? 

~ your finances or domestic situation made it challenging for you to be 

comfortable devoting time to a writing project that did not produce 

income—and probably never would? Does this condition survive into the 

present or does it lie in the past? If in the past, why do you continue to 

live out? 

~ the research you have undertaken did not support your prior 

interpretation of the story. How can you change your take on the story? 

Sometimes, accepting that you need to change how you interpret the 



story is not easy—especially if you have invested in the point of view 

that is getting in the way. This requires what is called “personal work.” 



 

 

 

Chapter 2 

Re-read Your Manuscript 

 

The task in this chapter is both to help re-acquaint you with your narrative so 

you can pick up the train of thought and feeling and it is also to help you to 

evaluate the text you have written. 

You will: 

~ re-read all the stories, essays, vignettes, anecdotes, case studiers, and 

snippets you have written, 

~ do so slowly and thoughtfully from your reader not writer perspective, 

and 

~ linger with the writing before tackling the manuscript again—the 

example of lingering with my garden is what is called for in this third 

step. 

I am refraining from calling the evaluation process “editing”—but that is, of 

course, what it is. I refrain from calling the process “editing” because editing 

can have so many negative emotional accretions—remember English class?—

that, for now, it is best to use a synonym. 

 



What’s happening in this book? Is what needs to be written here on these 

pages? Am I avoiding what needs to be written if I am going to make my point?  

 

The results will be especially effective if it has been a while since you last 

wrote. Your manuscript needs for you 

~ to re-acquaint yourself with it, 

~ to appreciate its strong and weak points, 

~ to grasp where it needs to be further developed and where text can be 

exercised. 

Below is a list of steps to take to achieve this. It’s best to read through all of the 

steps before doing the work. Parts of one suggestion can be tackled 

concurrently with parts of another. You may choose to work through them that 

way rather than sequentially, according to the amount of writing you’ve already 

done…or have yet to do! And then again, you might choose to do the steps just 

as suggested here. 

 

1. Gather your stories and essays in one computer file or folder. 

 

Scan your computer desktop and your documents list. Look for stories or essays 

that you remember writing but are not in a folder with other stories or essays. 

This is a process that you can continue until there are no other stories or essays 

to find 



Once you have collect all your texts in one folder, paginate them in their right 

order or place them in one document. 

Alternatively, print your texts out and place them in a three-ring binder. Being 

of the waste-not-want-not tribe, I have sometimes printed these working copies 

on the backs of printed pages stored in a scrap-paper bin—if this works for you, 

try it! Anything goes because this is a process of gathering your pieces and 

assuring that none are lost. Finding a system you can to stick with will help you 

to re-acquaint yourself with and take ownership of your manuscript once more! 

 

2. Find the order of your texts. 

 

How should your narratives go together—that is, “follow” each other—at this 

point? In writing a memoir, for instance, if you haven’t been focused on writing 

a beginning-to-end book but have been generating lifestories, which are stand-

alone pieces, then not to worry, this is a method many people make use of to get 

their reads-like-a-novel memoir started. The same is true of personal essays. A 

collection of short stories also clearly needs to have an appropriate order. 

Place your writing in an order that makes sense to you. This arrangement may 

not be your final choice; for now, it is just a working sequence so that you can 

evaluate your stories or essays and possibly get writing again. 

Generally, the friendliest order for the reader—and usually for the writer—is 

chronological. First things to happen, go first; second things, second, etc. You 

can do this in your digital document or, if you prefer, print stand-alone pieces, 

then organize the printed stories. 



This is the process of making some sense of the plethora of stories you have 
written and lost track of. 

 

3. Read your stories as a reader. 

 

Having set your narratives in chronological order (or your preferred order), 

print the entire collection. Reading a text you have in hand is likely to provide 

more of the experience the reader would have. You don’t want to read again as 

the writer at this stage as resuming the writer role will not likely afford you new 

insights. 

If you need to, you can even set up a role play. I have sometimes played a little 

game with myself as I pick up a manuscript after it has been put away for a 

while. I’ll pretend I’m someone else—not me. I’ll hold this inner conversation: 

Let’s see? This is a piece of writing by a man named Denis Ledoux. What does 

he have to say? I hope he’s a good writer. Can he create a story that will hold 

my attention?” 

Another good option is to read your manuscript out loud. This can also create 

the distance you need to be more objective about your text. 

Anyway, you get the gist of what I’m doing. I want to experience my story, as 

much as possible, as an unknown reader who has high demands on what he 

reads—not as the quivering writer I am who hopes to be accepted and admired. 

It’s a game and sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn’t. 

The essence here is that you need to approximate the experience of an 

appreciative reader rather than that of a defensive writer. Because you have not 



been working on your stories for a while, they have most likely grown “cold” 

on you. This is ideal because now you can experience them more from the 

viewpoint of the reader you hope one day to entertain and instruct; you are 

structuring an opportunity to experience your stories more objectively. 

--- 

Action Step 
Having printed your stories out and placed them in your three-ring binder, sit 

down with a cup of something and settle into a long read. Be honest with your 

reactions. As soon as you finish reading, take notes on how you might rewrite 

the text. 

--- 

 

Re-acquaint yourself with your manuscript, re-enter its universe—but as the 
reader. 

 

4. The age of the e-Reader 

Many people have now grown comfortable with reading digital text on a Nook, 

Kindle or other e-reader. If you choose to read from a screen, is the experience 

of using an e-reader helping you to morph into the reader role rather than 

remaining in the writer one? 

If it is working for you, all is good. Go ahead read your digital copy. While it is 

not your goal to function as an editor as you read, it is inevitable that you will 

want to keep notes of your reactions to the text. These are notes that will be 



useful to you later in your role as the writer. Where will you make notes: on 

paper, on the e-reader itself? 

If morphing into the reader is not happening, if you are not completely 

comfortable with screen reading, if you are not profiting from the process, then 

print the stories and read the hard copy. 

 

This is the process of finding the best way for you to revisit your manuscript. 

 

5. Read your stories from the beginning to the end and take notes. 

You have two choices here: 

~ make notes as you read. This can work if the text is familiar and you 

are satisfied with its theme. 

~ do not edit as your read. This is the better option if the text is not 

familiar to you and you are uncertain of its theme. 

Do not work on the story text itself—other than in a very minor way. Ok, I’ll 

admit I change a word here and there and make punctuation corrections while I 

am re-acquainting myself with a manuscript, but remember that editing is not 

your priority, your focus, at the moment. 

In the Introduction, I had asked you to find a memoir, a novel or a book of 

personal essays to read. As much as you can, read your own book manuscript 

with the consciousness you brought to and developed from reading that text—or 

any text. Read as the reader you are when you read another writer’s work. 



~ What is it the reader (you) needs to know that has not been included in 

the writing? 

~ Where are the gaps in chronology, in characterization, in use of details? 

~ Where have you been too explicit or too critical or too accepting (not 

critical enough)? 

~ How would you wish to see the story develop? 

~ Are the characters believable, “round,” lifelike? Are they “stick” 

characters or full characters? 

~ As you are reading, what feelings arise that you ought to incorporate 

within the narrative? Are there any feelings that you do not wish to 

describe as you did, that now seem false or too confessional? 

~ What images and metaphors do you seem to favor—and is that a good 

choice or is a better one apparent? If your favorites seem very evident, is 

this because you are over-using them? 

~ Answer other questions, too, any and all that come to mind! For more 

ideas, see The Memory List Question Book, which is available for free 

with your basic membership in the Memoir Network. While it is geared 

to the memoir writer, it will prove stimulating for the novelist and essay 

writer. 

If you print your stories on one side of a clean sheet, that will leave the 

backside—that is, the left-hand side of your open binder—to jot notes about 

your reactions to the text on the right-hand side. Later, with this note-taking 

method, your jottings and your text will be easy to read in tandem. This will 



make future work easy. Obviously, if you do this, you will have to ignore my 

waste-not-want-not exhortation earlier, about printing your text on the backside 

of waste paper. 

Read through the manuscript and take notes until you are finished. A variant of 

this is to read the entire manuscript without note taking; just to get a feel for the 

flow and purpose of your text so far and then reread it taking notes. 

 

This is the process of fully appreciating the state of your manuscript. 

--- 

Journal Writing 

 

As you peruse the manuscript, record how it “talks” to you as you make your 

way through its pages. 

~ Respond as the reader rather than the self-critical writer.  

~ What do you wish “the writer” had done differently?  

~ How ought “the writer” do it differently?  

~ Be sure to look at character, action, and setting as well as point of 

view/narrator, theme, and voice.  

~ Explore your emotions around writing. Is there reluctance, 

embarrassment, shame? Do you feel a taboo (what’s that about?) or 

criticism (who is looming over your shoulder in judgment?)? 



~ Where is it that the story or narrative flags, and do you have any idea 

about what to do? Write some suggestions down. (Often a flagging 

narrative needs either to be made more concise or to focus on the drama 

leading to the climax.) 

~ How much more writing do you think you still have to do? 

~ Is the story emotionally charged? Do we really know how you or the 

other characters felt about what was happening? Journal about what is 

missing. 



 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Returning to Fundamentals: 
The Memory List 

 

 

At this point in recharging your writing, you have re-read your stories and you 

now have plenty of notes on what it is that you need to add to, delete from, or 

otherwise change in your stories. 

The Memory List is something I developed specifically for the memoir writer, 

but I find that it can stimulate the novelist or writer of personal essays. I toyed 

with changing the name “Memory List” for this book but decided against it. I 

realized the list can be factual or imaginary. It must be factual for the memoirist 

and the personal essayist; the novelist can write a fictional list. 

The Memory List is one of the most effective tools in creative writing. If you 

have not yet written one using the method below, sit down at your computer or 

with a sheet of paper, to develop a Memory List before you continue working. 

In this chapter, I offer a short presentation on making a Memory List. This 

presentation is largely inspired from Chapter 2 of Turning Memories Into 

Memoirs / A Handbook for Writing Lifestories. If you have a fully developed 



Memory List, skip ahead to Chapter 4 where I discuss using the Memory List to 

jumpstart your writing again. 

Your best writing prompt 

 

People who are writing a memoir, autobiographical fiction or the personal essay 

will sometimes say, “I have forgotten so many details of the story I want to 

write about. Is there any way I can get them back?” 

There is one tool above all others, which makes the experience of personal 

writing successful. That tool is not a writing prompt: it is the Memory List. No 

other exercise opens up the process of personal writing as quickly and as surely 

as the thoughtful and thorough compilation of such a list. It is simple and, as a 

first step, it is crucial. 

Your Memory List is always a work-in-progress because the more you 

remember and jot down, the more you will recall. You will return to and rework 

your list again and again as you write your lifestories and tap into long-

forgotten thoughts and memories. In short, it will serve as an excellent writing 

prompt without being a writing prompt in the conventional sense. If you’re a 

regular reader of my blog, you’ll know I’m not a fan of prompts. Take a look at 

“Better than Writing Prompts” on the Memoir Writer’s Blog. 

So let me tell you about the Memory List (a general term for your list of 

memories) and you’ll be able to see its very special role in resurrecting your 

manuscript: 



1. The Memory List consists of short notes (three to five words 

are sufficient) of people, events, relationships, thoughts, feelings, 

things, anything (and everything) from the past you hope to make 

use of. 

The list is usually random and always uncensored. Each line must list only one 

memory. When you write a different memory, start a new line. Do not feel 

compelled to write in full sentences—it’s not necessary. In fact, I urge you not 

to write in full sentences, to allow those key words and lost thoughts flow. 

2. The logic of the Memory List is internal—often unconscious. 

At first, do not force yourself to be chronological (“everything I did when I was 

sixteen”) or thematic (“my father”), and do not strive for cause-and-effect 

relationships (“because this happened, that followed…”). If the memories or 

fictional traits come that way spontaneously, then that’s fine, but at this stage, 

you’re going with your internal—unconscious— flow. 

Later, you can look at your list and fill it out. The logic will still be internal. 

3. Do not censor your memories. 

As soon as you find yourself thinking “Is this really important enough?” you are 

censoring your memory and compromising your Memory List. Censoring can 

result in a list that is less comprehensive, and therefore less useful to you as a 

lifewriter, than it would be if you allowed yourself to be free-flowing and did 

not censor your memories. Let the Memory List go where your imagination 

takes it. Censoring will inhibit imagination and impede your progress. 

Remember: Write to the End is all about moving forward with your manuscript. 



4. A Memory List includes both big items and small ones. 

Any of the following are “on target” for a Memory List: 

~ Brother Stan died. 

~ Green “cowboy” wallpaper with stagecoaches and buttes. 

~ Sister Marie Gertrude fell on stairs. 

~ My parents divorced. 

~ Bought blue Schwinn bicycle. 

 

The Memory List is for you—you’re the only one for whom it needs to have 

meaning. No one else will see it unless you share it. Include enough information 

and relevant detail—and only enough—to make the notes understandable to 

you at some future time. Don’t fall into the trap of writing something cryptic 

like “cap.” In a month’s time, you may not remember which “cap” or even 

whose cap you were remembering. But, if you wrote “Bob’s Red Sox 

cap/1970” (and no more), you will have enough of a cue to recall what you 

meant. 

5. The Memory List ought to be fairly long. 

It is not unusual for a writer to spend two or three weeks or even a month 

compiling a Memory List. (You can, of course be writing concurrently.) 

You will add to it regularly in the months ahead as more and more memories 

come to you. As a writing prompt (and I shudder at calling it that), the Memory 

List cannot be surpassed. 



This Memory List can also be placed in your three-ring binder with your printed 

manuscript and notes. It will serve as your source of writing inspiration and be a 

tremendous timesaver. Whenever you sit down to write, you won’t need to 

spend time coming up with a topic. All you have to do is pick an item on the list 

and write about it. (E.g., write a story or vignette associated with the “blue 

Schwinn bicycle” mentioned on your list.) With your Memory List, you need 

never again have writer’s block. With an extensive list of memories or fictional 

topics to pick from, you will always have a ready prompt. 

--- 

Action Step 

Write at least 200 items associated with your book’s time frame. Four hundred 

would be even better. 

Then, place an asterisk next to ten memories that seem especially significant, 

both to the time frame and any themes or purposes of your memoir. Consider 

writing these memories first, so that if you run out of time or energy, you will 

have your most important stories written. 

--- 

Your Memoir Writing Resource 

As in most endeavors, the challenge is often not to start but to persevere and 

bring your work to completion. The Memoir Authority membership provides 

the boost many writers need to stay in the memoir conversation and finish their 

story with a bang. Remember: the first month comes free when you purchase 

the Memoir Start-Up Package.) 



 

 

 

Chapter 4 

The Memory List Will  
Jumpstart Your Writing 

 

Place your Memory List—printed or handwritten—in your three-ring binder at 

the beginning, prior to your stories. 

1. Refresh your understanding of a quality Memory List. 

If you must, re-acquaint yourself with the Memory List as an idea by reviewing 

the previous chapter. Once you have done so… 

2. Re-read your Memory List. 

Once you reread your Memory List, you will likely want to expand some of 

those memories. If there is enough space on the printed or handwritten Memory 

List page, then jot down extra notes there. If you need more space, work on a 

new sheet of paper, which you’ll keep in your binder with your list. If you are 

working on your computer, type in your additions. 

3. The Memory List can change. 

A Memory List you wrote a while back probably will surprise you with material 

you may not now remember because sometimes these thoughts come and go! 

You may now also have memories that are not on the list. This is an opportunity 



to expand your manuscript! The Memory List taps into some unconscious 

memory that may not have been available previously. 

4. Write from the Memory List. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, many people say, “I don't know what to 

write about.” Blocking is obviously an impediment to writing. However, if you 

have a fully-developed Memory List you will never lack writing ideas. You 

merely sit down and look at an item and write about it. Then, the story or a 

vignette goes into your manuscript where it belongs. 

The goal of Chapter 3 was to stimulate your memory—as is the goal of this 

chapter. The assignment to re-read your stories (Chapter 2) can stimulate your 

memory, but its goal was really to give you a sense of what you have already 

done and where it might go. Now we are considering filling in your stories, 

making them more complete and giving your written experiences the feel of 

life. So… 

Good luck fulfilling the tasks of this chapter. In the next chapter, we will 

apply the writing analogy of what has humorously been called on the 

Internet by Brian Tracy, the management guru, as the: “Eat your live frog 

earliest in the morning.” 



 

 

 

Chapter 5 

Create a Schedule for Success 

 

 

Your task in this chapter is to create a writing schedule for yourself. Most 

people do better when they write regularly according to a schedule. 

1. How many days per week ought you to write and for how long 

ought you to write on each of those days? 

~ a half hour a day 5 days a week? 

~ one hour a day 5 days a week (or would you do better with one hour 4 

days a week?) 

The answer is yours to formulate. You are the one who comes up with the 

answer to “ought” because you’re the one most familiar with your own 

schedule and commitments! 

Use the effective motivational technique on yourself of under-promise and 

over-deliver—a technique popular with freelance and professional writers! Say 

that you're over-promising yourself to write three hours a day every day—and 

then you fall flat. You just can’t do it! How will you feel? Probably like: “I let 

myself down—again!” and you’ll automatically put pressure on yourself for the 

next day, too! 



Now imagine you decided “I will write one hour a day on Monday, Wednesday 

and Friday.” When you do fulfill your commitment, you feel great. “I have 

honored my promise to myself.” Then, imagine you find yourself one day 

having extra time and you write three hours that day. You are a superstar. You 

are over-delivering! Great! Go ahead: congratulate yourself! And… 

At your next designated writing time when you write for one hour, you have 

again reason to congratulate yourself. You are still honoring your commitment 

(and not letting yourself down) by writing for a solid hour: you have written 

according to your designated schedule. 

On the other hand, when you over-promise and under-deliver, you reprimand 

yourself and feel guilty and unhappy. You are not a person who is meeting 

his/her challenges. This kind of experience becomes demotivating. 

Instead, develop the habit of under-promising and over-delivering when you 

create and implement a writing schedule. Write down your schedule with those 

designated hours as well as chosen dates because remember also: what gets 

dated gets done! 

Okay, so you have decided on a writing time—however long and however 

frequent. Now you have a commitment. It may seem burdensome to think of 

yourself as having to write regularly, but not writing regularly can prove even 

more onerous as you wrestle with not achieving your goals, feeling you are 

letting yourself down and experiencing all of those undesirable thoughts which 

can make you feel negative about your memoir itself! 



2. An effective visual technique 

Place a wall calendar where you see it easily, and mark it every day you write. I 

find this is much better than a computer calendar system because it is more 

visual, more “in-your-face.” 

Place a mark on the calendar every scheduled day once you’ve fulfilled your 

commitment. This mark must be large enough so, whether you are walking by 

or looking from a distance, you can note easily when you have written and 

when you have not. Ideally, you want to be able to view a long period of time: a 

wall calendar which has only the current month visible lends itself too easily to 

letting you “off the hook” for previous months, which doesn’t help you to 

develop this new writing habit. As you change the page for the current month’s 

page (say, October for November) and no longer see the just-ended month with 

its record of days of writing and not-writing, you will lose the value of the 

marks of the previous month(s). When you tape a previous month to the wall or 

tack it to a bulletin board, you stay in touch with previous performance. This 

method gives you a larger awareness of your perseverance than can viewing a 

single month. Academic or business wall calendars which provide a view of a 

whole year on a single poster are ideal and can really add to your motivation if 

you make a highly colored mark as you go! (These are also great if you are 

setting yourself mini-deadlines or goals.) 

~ If you have written every single day and your wall calendar is all 

marked up, then congratulations are in order. You get it that writing 

regularly is basic to success at memoir writing. You are “showing up” 

and producing quantity. Quality can come later. In fact, quantity 



generally comes first and you edit later when you have text. After all 

without text to edit, you can’t edit! 

~ Or, you may find you have a lot of marked days at the beginning of 

your writing experience. For example, for the first week on your 

calendar, the promised days and times are all marked or crossed out in 

whatever way you chose. However, by the second or third week, you 

may begin noticing a few unmarked days, or even many, on the 

calendar—days when the calendar ought to have had marks but does not. 

And then, one day, you may notice a big gap! You have been forgetting 

to write or, worse, avoiding it! 

The goal of being reminded that you have not been writing is not to make you 

feel bad but to give you an in-your-face prompt to make some decisions about 

writing. 

If you see that there are a lot of unmarked days on your calendar, you must ask 

“why?” Is the scope of your commitment unrealistic and are you requiring of 

yourself too much time everyday? This over-promising almost always leads to 

under-delivery. So, if you’re not writing daily because you’ve set yourself an 

hour which you can’t commit to, then think about a reduction of that time 

commitment. Reducing this to 20 minutes a day, just to get into the habit of 

daily writing, will help you to reconnect with writing and recommit to your 

manuscript. 

Or, perhaps you have been a “couch potato” as I have been on too many 

occasions! Happily though, there is a remedy: it’s called “Show up and do the 

work.”  



So, once again, analyze gaps that you become aware of—perhaps because they 

appear on your calendar. Perhaps writing at 10 in the morning works on 

Mondays and Thursdays but not on Tuesdays and Wednesdays? Or perhaps 

Fridays are unrealistic given everything else you do on that day? The gaps on 

your calendar are eloquent: adjust writing times on days where there are 

consistent gaps. 

This section of Chapter 5 is not about recrimination—that is, not about blame or 

accusing—but is a learning process in itself: about learning when you write best 

and how to maximize that time. With this kind of focus on creating a schedule 

for success, you will finish your manuscript. 

Professional writers are people who sit on appointed days to write at appointed 

times. I heard somewhere about a writer who says he only writes when he is 

inspired and he makes sure he is inspired at 9 every morning! 

--- 

Action Steps 

1. Place a calendar in a prominent place and mark those days you will fulfill 

your commitment. Being faithful to your writing is often not as easy as it seems 

it should be. 

2. Find space for displaying past months. The view of these months will 

continue to be a visible reminder of your perseverance. May they prod you to 

success. 

---



 

 

 

Chapter 6 

Get Practical; Get Professional 

 

 

Let’s face it: writing can be hard and discouraging. Even the most interesting of 

topics can grow stale and uninteresting as you write and rewrite (and ask 

yourself over an even longer period of time, “Who would possibly want to read 

this book?”). And so, the months and years take their toll, your motivation 

atrophies and your manuscript is in danger of becoming just a lost dream. 

Stalled writers want to know what to do to get back in the groove. Just as 

craftspeople develop approaches, which lead to greater production, a life-

writer can do the same. By creating a professional stance with writing, you 

are more likely to write regularly and write a lot. 

The following are writing habits that will help you succeed. They can also be 

called “motivation techniques” to spur you on to the finish line. 

 

1. Bring a phase of your manuscript to an end 

How can you finish the phase of the project you are working on (and possibly 

postponing)? For starters, don’t undertake just now to extend the scope of your 



book. Growing the book may be appropriate for later, but for now, finish the 

unfinished stories or sections. 

When you complete a phase—especially if you print your text and place it in 

your three-ring binder to read (and admire!) you may well feel elated as you 

realize that the manuscript is “adding up.” Who wants to be stuck in an endless 

project? Plus, when you finish a phase, it’s…well…finished. 

If too many pieces remain unfinished, you will feel discouraged: there is too 

much to be researched, considered, written, and rewritten before you are done! 

The finish line seems far off. With incomplete work, you can lose motivation, 

your train of inspiration, and maybe even no longer remember what was 

important about your writing and its purpose. Not only do you now have text to 

write, but you must also unblock the flow of your writing. 

--- 

Action Step 
Look at your manuscript. Chose some part of it that you can bring to a close 

easily enough: whether that is researching, writing the first draft of the first part, 

adding images and metaphors, or polishing the end. Having done this, begin the 

process of completing another phase. Before you know it, you will be holding 

your book in your hand and garnering the accolades of family, friends, and the 

public. 

--- 

 



2. Go with the flow. 

All of us struggle to some extent to produce content. Writing is often difficult. 
It takes time and energy—both of which, the laws of entropy suggest, we ought 
to preserve as they are constantly being diminished. 

We find many compelling and valid reasons not to write: “the house is a mess”; 
“I ought to go to the gym while there aren’t many people there”; “my sister and 
I haven’t talked in a long time.” 

All of these are valid but, ultimately, they are all excuses. So…  

Without beating on you, let me offer a few writing processes to help you go 
with the flow. While the following are not exactly self-motivation, there have 
been plenty of times when they have motivated me in the morning! 

A. Action (writing) gets the task done 

Moping, searching for inspiration, or getting a snack: these do not get the book 

written. So … 

Sit at the computer and write your memoir! Commit to action! Wanting to write 

or not wanting to write is not what it’s about. When your kids were little and 

their shouts told you something was wrong, did you ask yourself if you wanted 

to go to their rescue or not? Obviously, they became your focus. Well, it can be 

the same with writing your book. When your writing schedule calls you, show 

up to write. Take it seriously. It is not about your feeling of the moment or even 

about what you want to say; it is about your commitment to writing! 

B. Write from a Memory List. 

It is a total waste of time and energy when you sit down to write if you 

flounder, asking: “What am I going to write about today?”  



I know the following is a repeat, but it’s important. When you have a Memory 

List (Chapter 3 in this book and Chapter 2 in Turning Memories Into Memoirs) 

and keep it handy, you will never again be at a loss for what to write. 

~ Even the shortest, seemingly inconsequential items on the Memory List 

will help you write your narrative. Your day’s writing, based on the 

Memory List, will prove strategic. Won’t it be encouraging to know that 

you are knocking off a part of a larger task, one that will add up to a 

book? Won’t you feel motivated to know you are advancing your writing 

goal? 

~ Writing, not “trying to write,” is how you will advance your writing 

goal, and your Memory List is a prime tool for getting you into your 

writing quickly. Do make the most of the hard work you’ve already put 

into the list itself! 

C. Have several stories in-progress. 

Consider your options from your “stalled” stories and pick the narrative, story 

or vignette which most speaks to you, compels you to write, or is closest to 

being a chapter or a part of a chapter. This sort of buffet of options works well 

for me but may not for a writer who can only work on one thing at a time. Of 

course, working on one thing at a time is absolutely fine… so long as you are 

actually working on it! If not, time to put it aside for a moment and move onto 

something else from the Memory List spoken of in Chapter 3 and section B 

earlier: your exciting buffet of options! 



 

 

 

 

Chapter 7 

The 3 D’s Trump Writer’s Block 
 

 

Let’s place writer’s block in perspective. It is too often an excuse, sanctioned by 

the notion of needing inspiration, for not getting work done. Writing is a job 

with requirements and stages, and each in turn must be approached with 

discipline—and a respect for the inner exigencies of the tasks. To approach 

writing otherwise is to be overwhelmed with all there is to do. 

Writing blocks have a better chance of being removed when the writer 

implements the three D’s: 

~ Discipline 

~ Dedication 

~ Diverse approaches 

1. Discipline 

The opposite of discipline—indiscipline—is an enemy of lifewriting lying in 

wait to sabotage a memoir. Some people use the notion of writer’s block to 

convince friends, family, and even themselves that, while they are real writers, 



they just happen not to be producing and are trying to write—but a person can 

fall back on excuses only for a while.  

Blocks are not a problem to writers who recognize the many tasks necessary to 

do their work—and are disciplined to do them. Combine art with métier and 

inspiration with approach. The moments when inspiration visits are usually not 

a problem! It is easy to write then. Inspiration is a gift, an exciting experience. 

Inspired times make you feel you are a god, capable of all things, creating from 

your own center. But these moments cannot be depended on to get a book 

written. To succeed, you need to approach your writing as a métier, a trade, 

which has its own habits and practices to be respected. With professional habits, 

you are likely to be much less troubled by writer’s block. 

Here are some suggestions for easing your re-entry into writing if you find self-

discipline in short supply. 

~ Do visualizations. Enter the era, people’s lives, their activities. Have a 

conversation, put a character or person into a “hot seat” and ask 

questions. 

~ Write a journal entry as if you were writing it back then. An 

alternative is to write a fiction story about the person you were at the time 

of your memoir or another story of a character in a fiction but at some 

other time than the time of the narrative. Don’t worry about style, etc. 

Just make a story up. In either the journal or the fiction, you are likely to 

arrive at an “ah-ha!” moment, a burst of energy. Use that insight and 

energy to re-enter the world of your memoir. 

~ Write down your reservations about writing this book and then 

rewrite them in the positive: e.g., “I don’t have enough talent to write a 



long book” becomes “I have all the talent I need to write my book 

whatever its length”; “No one will want to read this book” becomes “The 

book will find its appreciative audience.” You get the idea! Read your 

positive statements regularly. 

~ Let go of your anxieties and take a break. While you may not have 

been writing for a while, you may also have been anxious about that. Let 

the anxiety go. It’s all right not to write for a few days, so long as you are 

planning to come back to it!  

2. Dedication 

Dedicate yourself to the process of writing your book. Write for the love of it, 

for the love of process.  

In a capitalistic and materialistic society, the accepted raison d’être for writing 

a book is often to make money. Making money need not be dismissed. But 

money is not the only gauge of an activity’s value or of its success. Many 

activities in life worth doing have no monetary value attached to them and 

cannot be valued in that way. Sometimes the only meaning you can derive from 

a work is in the doing of it; sometimes the only meaning in writing is for the 

writer—you. Even if you would very much like to sell your work, you must still 

write for yourself. Isn’t it important enough a reason to do something because it 

feeds your soul? Neglect your soul and you may find yourself really blocked. 

Alternately, focus on your reader and dedicate yourself to being a messenger for 

your reader. Every book contains within it many lessons that can be shared with 

others. (I tremble here to think how close I am coming to the dreaded 

“preaching” that is the bane of memoir writing.) 



One reason we read memoirs, novels and personal essays is to glimpse into 

another life. By reading a story of how someone—“just like me”—dealt with 

the experience of being a person, we may be assisted at arriving at our own 

paths to identity and peace. 

As a writer, you are engaged in a soul-making endeavor—soul-making for 

yourself as well as contributing to the reader’s experience of soul making. I 

know these may seem lofty ideals but how else can a person dedicate 

him/herself over the months and possibly years if there is not belief in the 

greater good contribution of one’s work. In that sense, I am asking you to co-

create with the reader what it can mean to be a person. To use a light image, we 

all live surrounded by darkness that threatens to envelop us. Our task as writers 

is to lance sparks into that darkness, and for a moment, to create a modicum of 

light. 

3. Diverse approaches 

There are some very tangible things you can do to revive your interest in the 

writing process. 

A. Indulge in stimulus from the period. 

~ Your photos first: your family, your home, you as a child or 

adolescent or at whatever period you are writing about. (Much fiction is 

personal so that even a novel can be greatly stimulated by looking at 

personal photos of the same period as the novel.) 

~ Photos from the internet. Photos of appliances, cars, the attire that 

men and women favored in this period, anything that could help you 

recall why you wanted to write about this period in the first place. 



~ Music of the era you’re writing about: for example, listening to the 

top 40s of the 70s can be a powerful, evocative tool when writing about 

the time! Similarly, playing that Glenn Miller album can really help to 

transport you into the shoes of a family member or character whose war-

time exploits form part of your story. 

B. Re-read written material. 

~ Your journals can tell you much not only about dates and who was 

there, but also about the emotion of the period or of a character who may 

be based on you at another time in your life. Your adult self may find the 

expressions of an earlier age to be self-indulgent and immature, but if 

you read what your earlier self wrote with compassion, your imagination 

will be fed by much that you lived through. 

~ Diplomas, yearbooks, correspondence, scrapbooks, newspaper 

clippings will also trigger much. Do a search of web archives of the 

local newspaper where you lived in the period you are writing about; 

you will be surprised to find articles in which you were mentioned. 

~ Books set in the period you are writing about—especially books that 

are factual (non-fiction). 

C. Connect with people who were there. 

~ Ask them what they remember about you and the other people you 

want to write about. Caveat: you are not asking them for their version so 

you can write about it. You are asking them for their memories so you 

can write your version but with their input in mind. 

~ Ask them for support materials: photos, articles, etc. 



~ Visit the places that figure in your story. This may trigger memories 

and stimulate you to return to your writing. One woman seeing that the 

house she had grown up in was for sale arranged to have a tour. When 

she reached the bedroom that had been hers as a pre-teen, she was 

flooded with terrible memories. She experienced sensations of sexual 

abuse. She felt she was a crazy person to have these memories, and to 

dispel her unease, she went to see her father and told him what she had 

remembered. He broke into tears and said how much he had long wanted 

to ask her for her forgiveness. They did therapy together and worked out 

a forgiving, loving relationship. Visiting the venues of your story can 

stimulate your recall and energize you. It can also inform your 

perspective: the house, which seemed so big when you were little, can 

suddenly seem tiny when you revisit as an adult! This change of 

perspective will inform or enrich your writing. 

--- 

Action Steps 

Recommit to every chapter in this book to get your writing to 

flow to the end. 

Remember: you can never successfully use writer’s block, perfectionism, 

constant revision and adding on to get your stories written!  

~ For every block you feel stopped by, try an alternative action: pull out 

your photo albums, get some music going, or research key events of the 

era. This way, instead of doing nothing, you’ll be doing something that 

directly contributes to your manuscript. Your mind will respond to the 



stimulus and pretty soon, instead of thinking about what to write, you’ll 

find yourself writing! 

~ Committing to action and then taking action are perhaps the hardest 

part of re-launching your memoir. Often, once you are writing, you will 

find yourself wanting to continue to write. And before you know it… 

You are writing every day and your memoir is on its way to being finished. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter 8 

Why Does It Take So Long to Write a Memoir? 
 

 

I don’t actually know the answer to “how long does it take to write a book?” 

However, what I do know is that finishing a book needn’t take as long as it 

often takes many people.  

Sometimes, years after I’ve heard from someone that s/he is writing a memoir, 

we will reconnect. Perhaps it’s three or four or five years later, but the writer is 

working on the same memoir—sometimes even at an early stage. I don’t get it. 

So I ask politely, “What has snagged the manuscript? Why is it taking so long?” 

Why does writing a book drag on? 

Here are some snags to remedy when you suspect the writing is taking you too 

long. 

1. You are fearful of the reaction you will receive with a published book. 

Never finishing the book seems preferable to facing your fears of 

negative reactions. (“This is what you spent five years writing!”)  



2. You are a perfectionist who is forsaking good for perfect. But, how 

many times can a line be rewritten before your input is just substitution 

rather than improvement? (“Should the sentence read ‘I went home.’ or 

should it read ‘I went to my house’?”) 

3. You are enjoying being a writer—in fact, you are lost in the enjoyment 

of being a “real writer.” You are apprehensive that finishing the memoir 

will be the end of your creativity—or at least the end of your expression 

of creativity. 

4. You are undisciplined and never finish anything. Here, some focus on 

scheduling and goal setting is in order. 

5. You are simply lacking confidence in your ability to write. You 

probably write and re-write. You are different from the perfectionist in 

that the changes are induced not by a quest for excellence but by 

insecurity focused on how bad the writing is not on how good it ought to 

be. 

For those who ask “how long does it take to write a book?” and are hoping to 

find a way to shorten the amount of time it takes to finish one, I offer these 

suggestions. 

1. Set a deadline by which the book will be completed. Be realistic about 

the end date (under-promise and over-deliver)—taking work, family, and 

contingencies into account. But what you must do is challenge yourself 

too, to keeping your “nose to the grindstone.” 



2. Set realistic short-term goals. Break various tasks into sub-tasks and 

also create deadlines for each. Doing this will make each phase of the 

project less daunting and keep you focused on your ultimate deadline. 

3. Accept that you will miss writing something in your book—and 

perhaps even miss something important—and be comfortable with that. 

You can include the missing part in your next book. 

4. Plan another writing project. This will create some anticipation in you 

for finishing the current book and moving on to the next project. 

So, how long is reasonable to presume it will take to write a book? A book 200 

to 300 pages long might reasonably take two or three years. That’s how long I 

would think. But… 

More importantly, it can take as long as you allow it to take! 

With some attention to regular and focused writing, it can take much less time! 

Good luck with your writing. 

--- 

Your Writing Resource 

 Working with a coach provides regular support, information and 

accountability. Inquire about coaching today. 



 

 

 

 

Epilog 

 

 

You have arrived at the end of the Write to the End, Eight Strategies, and I hope 

that you have begun to write once again—even if only with a trickle of writing. 

Trickles can become streams and streams, rivers. Be patient. 

Unfortunately, picking up your writing again is not likely to be something that 

you will never have to do again. I know that I get into slumps at the most 

unexpected moments and my writing gets shunted to a space where it is at risk 

of never being written to the end.  

It's possible that you will arrive at a slump again and will need to review the 

suggestions in this book. But isn’t it assuring to know you have help available?  

The suggestions here are not hard to implement but they are effective. 

Keep writing—to the end!—and stay in the writing conversation. 

Denis Ledoux 

Lisbon Falls, Maine, USA 



 

 

A Simple Request 
If this book contributes to your writing—whether to its quantity or its quality—

would you please take a moment to write a short review of the book on 

Amazon, or Goodreads? Tell your fellow writers what they might expect of 

Don’t Let Writer’s Block Stop You.  

 

Thank You Gifts 

I hope you have enjoyed this book. As a thank you, we would like to gift you 

with a free membership in the Memoir Network’s My Memoir Education. 

Membership advantages include a ten-part introductory memoir writing course, 

and dozens of MP3s, including interviews with prize-winning memoirists to 

inspire and guide you. When you sign up for your free membership, you’ll also 

receive the newsletter, The Lifewriter’s Digest 

http://thememoirnetwork.com/members/ 

 



 

LIFEWRITING RESOURCES 
 
The Memoir Network Memberships 

 
1. My Memoir Education  

Benefit from a free membership in My Memoir Education / From the Inside Out. It is 
dynamic membership path for your writing journey 
	  
Here’s what we’ve got for you—FREE: 
• A score of high-impact print and audio materials on crucial aspects of memoir 

writing. 
• A dozen MP3s of interviews with prize-winning memoir writers to inspire and guide 

you. 
• A ten-lesson introductory writing course to jumpstart your memoir with depth and 

fluency. 
• An organized guide to the “best of the best” of the Memoir Network blog that all 

elegantly fits together. 
 
 
2. The Memoir Network Forums.  

Consider the Memoir Café to be your online opportunity to receive complimentary 
coaching from The Memoir Network founder Denis Ledoux and your fellow participants. 
Membership in the free My Memoir Education required. 

 
 
3. Memoir Authority 

As a master writer in the Memoir Authority, you will one day hold in hand the 
memoir you dream of writing and publishing. 

Over the next months and years, your Memoir Authority Membership will keep you in the 
memoir conversation and help you to write the best memoir you are capable of writing. 
The following is a sampling of what you will receive every month in Memoir Authority. 

  

In the first month of your Memoir Authority membership, you will access full versions of 
the excerpts offered. Sample these short takes to experience the gist of how much you will 
receive for you membership fee. Click here to access the excerpts. 

In the second and ensuing months of the Master Writer Memoir Authority membership, 
you will continue to receive comparable material. 

 



 

Coaching 

A writing coach will guide your writing project past difficulties and help you to bring 
your project to a successful completion. This service is effective for writers who 
experience blocks or lack focus or need technical help. 

 

 

Editing 

An editor will show you how to shape your story and keep your reader’s interest while 
helping you to add finishing touches to polish your writing. This is especially useful for 
the writer who already has a manuscript. 

 

 

Ghostwriting/Co-authoring 

A ghostwriter provides technical skills and a writer's sensibility to your project as well as 
professional confidence, and you provide the details you want to share and preserve. 

 

 

Book Production Service  

Start-to-finish pre-press preparation of your lifestory manuscript. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLEASE VISIT 

THEMEMOIRNETWORK.COM 

FOR CURRENT PRICES AND SPECIALS 



MEMOIR PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES 

 

TURNKEY RESOURCES FOR MEMOIR PROFESSIONALS 

PACKAGES 

Memoir Professional Package .............................................................................. $350.00 

A TURNKEY PROGRAM with a full line of supports—lifestory writing Curriculum 
Manual, how-to Presenter's Manual, Editor's Manual, Memoir Professional’s Speaker’s 
Manual, referrals from lifewriters in your area, and e-newsletter updates of your program 
schedule and services as well as a copy of the workshop text, Turning Memories Into 
Memoirs, and The Lifewriter’s Memory Binder. 

 

Associate Memoir Teacher Package .................................................................... $225.00 

Lifestory writing Curriculum Manual, how-to Presenter’s Manual, a copy of the workshop 
text, Turning Memories Into Memoirs, and The Lifewriter’s Memory Binder. 

 

Editor’s Start-up Package .................................................................................... $129.00 

For the memoir professional that wants a strong start launching a practice as an editor of 
memoirs. Includes the step-by-step Editor’s Manual Editing: Prose as A Professional, the 
entire Memoir Start-up Package, Jumpstart Your Memoir Business Success, and The Memoir 
Professional Speaker’s Manual. 

 

 

The Photo Scribe Teacher’s Package .................................................................... $79.00 

Everything you need to teach dynamic photo-journaling and scrapbooking classes in a cost-
effective resource package. The Photo Scribe Teacher’s Guide, The Photo Scribe Teaching 
Lesson Plans, two class worksheets, The Photo Scribe: A Writing Guide and The Photo 
Scribe’s Memory Binder. 

 

INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS 

The Editor’s Manual - PDF ...................................................................................... $54.00 
The Memoir Professional’s Speaker’s Manual – PDF ........................................... $49.00 
Jumpstart Your Memoir Business Success - PDF  ............................................... FREE 

See http://thememoirnetwork.com/memoir-professional-



packages/ to receive this book and a Memoir Professional 
newsletter. 

 

VOLUME DISCOUNTS 

Discounts 

Hardcopies of Turning Memories Into Memoirs and The Photo Scribe purchased in bulk are 
always available at a discount—both for The Memoir Network memoir professionals and 
others.  

 

WEB AFFILIATE INCOME PROGRAM 

Don’t leave money on the table! Earn money with every sale of The Memoir Network 
materials and services through your website. Visit The Memoir Network Web Affiliate 
Income Program for details and to apply. 



PACKAGES, BOOKS, E-BOOKS & AUDIOS 

FROM THE MEMOIR NETWORK 

 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. PLEASE VISIT 

THEMEMOIRNETWORK.COM/MEMOIR-SHOP 

FOR CURRENT PRICES AND SPECIALS 

 

The Memoir Start-up Package - $137.85 Value .......................................................... $69.00 

Turning Memories Into Memoirs, The Lifewriter’s Memory Binder, MP3 of 
Turning Memories Into Memoirs, PLUS four e-books: Memory List Question 
Book, Memoir Writing Maps, Your Memoir: Get Started, Keep Going, Don’t Let 
Writer’s Block Stop You, free first month’s membership in the Writing 
Mastermind Group, and 1/2-hour consultation with Denis Ledoux on how-to 
craft your memoir. 

 

Turning Memories Into Memoirs, A Handbook for Writing Lifestories ................ $24.95 

by Denis Ledoux – PDF ........................................................................................... $16.95 

The Lifewriter’s Memory Binder by Denis Ledoux – PDF ........................................ $14.95 

Designed to fit a 3-ring binder 

The Consumer’s Guide to Ghostwriting Services by Denis Ledoux – hard copy .... $10.95 

PDF ............................................................................................................................. $3.99 

Memory List Question Book -  ............... FREE with My Memoir Education Membership 

Order on Smashwords.com ......................................................................................... $2.99  

Memoir Writing Maps by Denis Ledoux – PDF ........................................................... $3.99 

Your Memoir: Get Started, Keep Going by Denis Ledoux - PDF  .............................. $2.99 

Don’t Let Writer’s Block Stop You by Denis Ledoux - PDF  ...................................... $2.99 

The Photo Scribe Start-up Package - A $67.76 value ................................................ $49.00 

The Photo Scribe, The Photo Scribe’s Memory Binder, The Basics of 
Photoscribing MP3, PLUS A Cameo Narrative Writing e-book, How to Add 
Stories to Your Photo Albums, two Five Easy Steps exercise worksheets, 



Writing Great Cameo Narratives and Writing Great Memory Lists, and a free 
first month’s membership in the Writing Mastermind Group. 

The Photo Scribe: A Writing Guide by Denis Ledoux – hard copy .......................... $19.95 

How to Write the Stories Behind Your Photographs 

PDF ........................................................................................................................... $12.95 

A guide to turning ordinary photo albums, family scrapbooks and heritage 
albums into written treasures of family and personal history. 

The Photo Scribe’s Memory Binder by Denis Ledoux ............................................... $14.95 

Designed to fit a 3-ring binder – PDF 

 

MP3s FROM THE MEMOIR NETWORK 

 

On the Road MP3 Package .......................................................................................... $69.00 

16 MP3 set from Denis Ledoux 

 

Turning Memories Into Memoirs, A Handbook for Writing Lifestories ................ $19.95 

Read by Denis Ledoux – 4 MP3 set 

 

Writing Basics: Getting It Right the First Time Around - $27.80 ............................ $19.95 

by Denis Ledoux – 4 MP3 collection 

 

Making the Story Bigger, Second Draft Work - $27.80 Value .................................. $19.95 

by Denis Ledoux – 4 MP3 collection 

 

A Miscellany of Writing Tips - $13.90 Value ................................................................ $9.95 

by Denis Ledoux – 2 MP3 collection 

 

Getting Started: Launch Your Memoir ........................................................................ $6.95 



by Denis Ledoux –MP3 

 

How to Publish Your Book  ............................................................................................ $6.95 

by Denis Ledoux – MP3 

 


